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1 Great people are not born great.They grow great, through discipline, honor and grit. 1 

Vocabulary 
Mach the definitions in part A with the words in B.One word is extra in B. 
 _________A________                                                  ___B___ 

1.The time after now                                                  a.range 
2.a set of similar things                                               b.entertainment 
3.relating to one country                                             c.future   
4. to stop doing something                                          d.domestic                                                  
                                                                                   e.quit   

1 Fill in the the blanks with the given words.One word is extra. 
destroyed / culture /famous / healthy / inventions 
5.The airplane is one of greatest_______________of human. 
6.Alice is studying Persian language and_______________.  
7.Egypt is_______________for its Pyramids. 
8.The hunters killed the tiger and_______________its home.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

2 
 

0/5 Grammar 
Choose the best answer. 
9.The whale is_____( heavier _ the heaviest) sea animal. 
10.You_____(can _ must) stop when the traffic light is red. 

3 
 

0/5 11.What time did you arrive_____Paris_____Sunday morning? 

 a.on / in            b.in / in                      c.on / on                       d.in / on 
12.We should build our country_____. 

a.myself             b.yourselves                c.ourselves                   d.himself 

4 

0/5 Write the correct forms of the words in the parenthesis. 
13.Mike can play soccer_______________than Tom.(good) 
14.My brother_______________(talk) on the phone when I arrived home. 

5 

0/5 Look at the picture and answer the question. 
15.What time should Sara leave home? 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.   

          

6 
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Great people are not born great.They grow great, through discipline, honor and grit. 7 
 Writing 

Read the following sentences and choose the best option. 
16.We have an exam tomorrow.We should study (hardly / hard).  
17.She (watches / is watching) television at the moment. 
18.All the students can learn this language (easy / easily).   
19. At 3 o’clock yesterday, I (needed / was needing) a taxi. 

0/5 Unscramble the given words. 
20.Her_____________(liefbe) in Allah gave her hope during difficult times. 
21.Camels can travel across hot and dry_____________with little food and water.(sederts) 

8 

1 Write the correct forms of the words given. 
22.My teacher speakes French_______________.(good) 
23.Can you talk_______________?(quiet) 
24.I saw five young_______________ (woman) sitting near the lake of the park.  
25.She sat at her desk and worked for two_______________.(hour)   

9 

0/5 Read the following sentences and choose the best option. 
Today, (Iran / iran) ’s mountains and plains are the natural home of many 
animals.One of them is the black bear which lives in a few (Parts / parts) of the 
country. 

10 

1 Put the following adjectives in the proper column. 
young / Chinese / black/ small  

size age color nationality 

    
 

11 

2 
 

Reading 
Read the passages and answer the questions. 
Microbes are really wonderful.They are everywhere!They live all around you, on you and 
inside you!Microbes are very small, so you can’t see them.But don’t worry.Some microbes 
make you sick but most others keep you healthy and even help you to fight disease.There 
are so many different types of microbes.We still don’t really know how many there are, but 
we know that microbes do lots of different things.Bacteria and viruses are two important 
types of microbes. 
Bacteria are really important microbes.They are very small.They have only one cell.Bacteria 
can live in any area of the earth.They aren’t all bad;in fact you couldn’t live without some 
bacteria. 
Viruses are among the smallest microbes on the earth, even smaller than bacteria.They are 
different from bacteria because they cannot live on their own.Viruses need to be inside a 
living cell to live and grow.There aren’t many good things about viruses _ they usually 
attack your body and make you sick! 
 

12 
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 Great people are not born great.They grow great, through discipline, honor and grit.  

26.Where can bacteria live? 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
27.Where can viruses live? 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
28.Microbe is an important type of bacteria.                           A.True            B.False 
29.Most microbes make you sick.                                          A.True            B.False 
 
30.Which sentence about bacteria is Not correct? 

a.All bacteria make you sick     
b.Bacteria are larger than viruses           
c.Bacteria have only one cell 
 
31.Which one about viruses is CORRECT? 

a.They can live alone              
b.They are the smallest microbes  
c.Some viruses are useful 

2 
 

Edison was very interested in science when he was a young boy.He was very energetic and 
always asked questions.Sadly, young Edison lost his hearing at the age of 12.He did not 
attend school and learned science by reading books in the library himself.When he grew up 
he worked in different places, but he never lost his interest for making things.Edison was 
famous for doing thousands of experiments to find answers to problems.He said,”I never 
quit until I get what I’m after”.Edison had more than 1,000 inventions and was very 
successful at the end of his life.Many great names had stories like this. 
32.When did Edison lose his hearing? 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
33.Why was Edison famous for? 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
34.How many inventions did Edison have? 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
35.Edison lost his interest for making things when he grew up.  A.True            B.False 
36Edison learned science by reading books_____. 

a.in the observatory           b.in the library            c.at home            d.at work 
  

13 
 

                                                                                                       Best Wishes 
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1 Great people are not born great.They grow great, through discipline, honor and grit. 1 

Vocabulary 
Mach the definitions in part A with the words in B.One word is extra in B. 
 _________A________                                                  ___B___ 

1.The time after now c                                               a.range 
2.a set of similar things a                                            b.entertainment 
3.relating to one country d                                          c.future   
4. to stop doing something   e                                     d.domestic                                                  
                                                                                   e.quit   

1 Fill in the the blanks with the given words.One word is extra. 
destroyed / culture /famous / healthy / inventions 
5.The airplane is one of greatest inventions of human. 
6.Alice is studying Persian language and culture.  
7.Egypt is famous for its Pyramids. 
8.The hunters killed the tiger and destroyed its home.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

2 
 

0/5 Grammar 
Choose the best answer. 
9.The whale is_____( heavier _ the heaviest) sea animal. 
10.You_____(can _ must) stop when the traffic light is red. 

3 

 

0/5 11.What time did you arrive_____Paris_____Sunday morning? 

 a.on / in            b.in / in                      c.on / on                       d.in / on 
12.We should build our country_____. 

a.myself             b.yourselves                c.ourselves                   d.himself 

4 

0/5 Write the correct forms of the words in the parenthesis. 
13.Mike can play soccer better than Tom.(good) 
14.My brother was talking (talk) on the phone when I arrived home. 

5 

0/5 Look at the picture and answer the question. 
15.What time should Sara leave home? 
Sara should leave home at eight / 8 o’clock.   
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Great people are not born great.They grow great, through discipline, honor and grit. 7 
 Writing 

Read the following sentences and choose the best option. 
16.We have an exam tomorrow.We should study (hardly / hard).  
17.She (watches / is watching) television at the moment. 
18.All the students can learn this language (easy / easily).   
19. At 3 o’clock yesterday, I (needed / was needing) a taxi. 

0/5 Unscramble the given words. 
20.Her belief (liefbe) in Allah gave her hope during difficult times. 
21.Camels can travel across hot and dry deserts with little food and water.(sederts) 

8 

1 Write the correct forms of the words given. 
22.My teacher speakes French better.(good) 
23.Can you talk quietly ?(quiet) 
24.I saw five young women (woman) sitting near the lake of the park.  
25.She sat at her desk and worked for two hours.(hour)   

9 

0/5 Read the following sentences and choose the best option. 
Today, (Iran / iran) ’s mountains and plains are the natural home of many 
animals.One of them is the black bear which lives in a few (Parts / parts) of the 
country. 

10 

1 Put the following adjectives in the proper column. 
young / Chinese / black/ small  

size age color nationality 

small young black Chinese 
 

11 

2 
 

Reading 
Read the passages and answer the questions. 
Microbes are really wonderful.They are everywhere!They live all around you, on you and 
inside you!Microbes are very small, so you can’t see them.But don’t worry.Some microbes 
make you sick but most others keep you healthy and even help you to fight disease.There 
are so many different types of microbes.We still don’t really know how many there are, but 
we know that microbes do lots of different things.Bacteria and viruses are two important 
types of microbes. 
Bacteria are really important microbes.They are very small.They have only one cell.Bacteria 
can live in any area of the earth.They aren’t all bad;in fact you couldn’t live without some 
bacteria. 
Viruses are among the smallest microbes on the earth, even smaller than bacteria.They are 
different from bacteria because they cannot live on their own.Viruses need to be inside a 
living cell to live and grow.There aren’t many good things about viruses _ they usually 
attack your body and make you sick! 
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 Great people are not born great.They grow great, through discipline, honor and grit.  

26.Where can bacteria live? 
Bacteria can live in any area of the earth . 
27.Where can viruses live? 
Viruses need to be inside a living cell to live and grow . 
28.Microbe is an important type of bacteria.                           A.True            B.False 
29.Most microbes make you sick.                                          A.True            B.False 
 
30.Which sentence about bacteria is Not correct? 

a.All bacteria make you sick     
b.Bacteria are larger than viruses           
c.Bacteria have only one cell 
 
31.Which one about viruses is CORRECT? 

a.They can live alone              
b.They are the smallest microbes  
c.Some viruses are useful 

2 
 

Edison was very interested in science when he was a young boy.He was very energetic and 
always asked questions.Sadly, young Edison lost his hearing at the age of 12.He did not 
attend school and learned science by reading books in the library himself.When he grew up 
he worked in different places, but he never lost his interest for making things.Edison was 
famous for doing thousands of experiments to find answers to problems.He said,”I never 
quit until I get what I’m after”.Edison had more than 1,000 inventions and was very 
successful at the end of his life.Many great names had stories like this. 
32.When did Edison lose his hearing? 
Edison lost his hearing at the age of 12. 
33.Why was Edison famous for? 
Edison was famous for doing thousands of experiments to find answers to problems. 
34.How many inventions did Edison have? 
Edison had more than 1,000 inventions.  
35.Edison lost his interest for making things when he grew up.  A.True            B.False 
36Edison learned science by reading books_____. 

a.in the observatory           b.in the library            c.at home            d.at work 
  

13 
 

                                                                                                       Best Wishes 
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